
SkyWays® and  
CoolToppers® 

Shade Products





Years of industry experience in providing shade for some of the 

country’s sunniest locales has led to the addition of SkyWays® 

Shade Products. Along with CoolToppers® Shade Products, 

they’re the most versatile way to shade kids and families from 

up to 97 percent of harmful UV rays and keep structures as 

much as 30-degrees cooler on the steamiest of days.

Designed to meet the demands of both heat and sun,  

Landscape Structures shade products are the industry’s gold 

standard in shade structures. Choose from two types of shade 

products: SkyWays offers the largest break from the sun, and 

CoolToppers connects to our PlayBooster® playstructures. All 

fabric panels are available in standard colors. See page 13 for 

color choices.

    Two ways to
   keep your cool
Landscape Structures shade products provide  
cool and reliable shade for any play, rest or  
activity area.
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SkyWays®
  is our largest shade product under the sun. They’re perfect for 

anywhere you need BIG amounts of shade—at the ball field, on the beach, in a parking 

lot. Choose from five standard styles, or completely customize your shade when you 

need that just-right fit. SkyWays large diameter posts are available in your choice of any 

standard ProShield® color.

CoolToppers®
  is the industry’s first fully-integrated shade product  

designed to attach to PlayBooster® playstructures, or some can be used as standalone 

shade products at ground level. Choose from five styles and dozens of configurations—

even a cool misting option! CoolToppers 5˝ diameter galvanized posts are available in 

your choice of any standard ProShield color.
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SkyWays Hip
Goes with everything
The clean lines of the SkyWays Hip shade  

provide an ideal complement for any  

environment—playgrounds, outdoor  

seating, pool surrounds and nearby  

buildings. This cost-effective shade  

solution is available in a wide variety  

of sizes, making it a great value when  

you need sun coverage over large  

outdoor areas.

SkyWays Hip
•  Available in 10 sizes in your choice of entry heights:  

8´, 10´, 12´ or 14´

#215186	 35'	x	35'	 #215187		40'	x	40'

#215188	 40'	x	50'	 #215189		40'	x	60'

#215190	 40'	x	70'	(6	post)		#215191			50'	x	50'

#215192	 50'	x	60'	 #215193		50'	x	70'	(6	post)

#215194	 60'	x	60'	 #215195		60'	x	70'	(6	post)

SkyWays Cantilever
Fits anywhere
If you need lots of shade but don’t have a 

lot of available ground space, the SkyWays 

Cantilever is exactly what you’re looking for. 

Designed for spaces that need to keep posts 

to a minimum, this shade solution extends 

from posts on one side, creating a cool, 

open feel.

SkyWays Cantilever

•  Available in two sizes in your choice of entry 

heights: 8´, 10´, 12´ or 14´

#216042		20'	x	36'		(2	posts)

#216044		20'	x	72'		(3	posts)	

SkyWays Cantilever,  
Back-to-Back 
Double the shade protection
Center-positioned posts allow the shades 

to cantilever from the inside out, spreading 

shade all around. Enjoy big, big sun  

coverage that feels open and airy.

SkyWays Cantilever, Back-to-Back

•  Available in two sizes in your choice of entry 

heights: 8´, 10´, 12´ or 14´

#216043	40'	x	36'		(2	posts)

#216045	40'	x	72'		(3	posts)	
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SkyWays® Hexagon,  
Single Layer Panels
Artistic Design
The SkyWays Hexagon Single Layer  

shade offers an alternative shape that can  

accommodate large, round areas. It is also the 

perfect complement for the spherical Evos® 

playsystem. The ability to incorporate two fabric 

colors adds to the design flexibility and ups the 

fun factor at the same time.

SkyWays Hexagon, Single Layer Panels

•  Available in four sizes in your choice of entry heights: 

8´, 10´, 12´ or 14´

#216034		35'	diameter	 #216035		40'	diameter

#216036		45'	diameter	 #216037		50'	diameter	

(left) SkyWays Custom Tension Sails
Shade your way
Cover a space of any size or shape with SkyWays Custom  

Tension Sails. You’ll work closely with our design team to create a 

custom recommendation that’s spot-on for your space and shade 

requirements. Options also exist if you want to integrate shade  

posts into your playstructure.

SkyWays Custom Tension Sails

• Custom designed to suit your application, environment and space

SkyWays Hexagon,  
Double Layer Panels
Enjoy maximum coverage
Block even more sun with the overlapping 

panels of the SkyWays Hexagon Double  

Layer. Everyone underneath stays cool while  

appreciating the unique design aesthetic  

that’s achieved when the fabric panels  

are layered on top of one another.

SkyWays Hexagon, Double Layer Panels

•  Available in four sizes in your choice of entry 

heights: 8´, 10´, 12´ or 14´

#216038		35'	diameter	 #216039		40'	diameter

#216040	45'	diameter	 #216041		50'	diameter
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(right) CoolToppers Full Sail  Dimensionally different
The flagship of our CoolToppers series keeps kids sun-safe all summer long. Four  

triangular sail panels add dimension and integrate into any PlayBooster playstructure. 

Use the same color for all panels, or mix and match to complement your design. Your 

choice of standard fabric colors and any ProShield® color for the posts.

CoolToppers Full Sail

•  Attaches to PlayBooster deck heights 24˝ to 72˝ or installs as a freestanding component at 

ground level (8´ entry height at ground level)

• Shade dimension 18´ x 18´

#136759A	Freestanding

#136488A	PlayBooster	for	square	deck		 #176761A	PlayBooster	for	Hex	deck

CoolToppers Wave
Dive into this look
The CoolToppers Wave is perfect for  

blending the aesthetics of our modern  

arched Evos® playsystem together with the 

traditional straight lines of PlayBooster on  

the same playground. The shade topper  

provides the right amount of shade and UV 

protection, and the arched posts provide  

the right amount of flare.

CoolToppers Wave

•  Attaches to PlayBooster Square Deck heights  

up to 72˝

• Shade dimension 7˝ x 7˝

#166081A	PlayBooster

CoolToppers® Single Post Shade
When flexibility matters most
Whether you’re looking for shade on a  

structure or on the ground, with or without  

a water mister, you don’t have to look any  

further than our CoolToppers Single Post 

Shade. It attaches to a PlayBooster®  

playstructure as an integrated component,  

or installs as a freestanding shade structure.  

Its generous size provides a large area of 

shade to block out harmful UV rays, keeping 

kids cool and safe. Plus, it’s easy to install— 

a moveable clamp allows you to adjust tension 

after the post is set. 

CoolToppers Single Post Shade

•  Shade dimension 12´ x 12´

•  Attaches to PlayBooster deck heights up to 72" 

or installs as a freestanding component at ground 

level (8' entry height)

#154397A	Freestanding	The freestanding model is 

available with a Cool Mister (see page 11).

#154884A	PlayBooster
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CoolToppers Pyramid  
& Super Pyramid
Large enough to shade an  
entire playstructure
A single piece of fabric provides  

maximum shade coverage for a variety  

of playstructures and sizes. Extend the  

fun by adding play panels to each of the  

5˝ diameter posts, or cover a large picnic 

area. With the CoolToppers Pyramid and  

Super Pyramid, you’re covered.

CoolToppers Pyramid

•  Available in three sizes in your choice of entry 

heights: 8´, 10´ or 12´

#159881A-C	 18´	x	18´

#159882A-C	 24´	x	24´

#159883A-C	 28´	x	28´

CoolToppers Super Pyramid (shown)

• Entry height 13´ 9˝ only

#159873A	 30´	x	30´

(left) CoolToppers® Single 
Post Shade with Cool Mister
Instant cooldown
Enjoy must-have relief in hot, southern  

climates, or anywhere—plus instant FUN. 

Add a cool place to cool down with two  

6 1/2́ -high spray heads. At the touch of a 

button, a fine cool water mist sends kids 

laughing, playing and screaming for  

more. The Cool Mister is available with  

or without the CoolToppers Single Post 

Shade as a freestanding component.

CoolToppers Single Post Shade with Cool Mister

•  Requires hose connection  

(60 psi max water pressure)

•  Attached junction box includes shut-off valve 

and filter

	#155072A	CoolToppers	Single	Post	Shade	with		

Cool	Mister

	#155071A	Cool	Mister		

(single	post,	without	CoolToppers	Shade)
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Sustainable By Design
SkyWays® and CoolToppers® fabric creates an island of sun-safe cool
Landscape Structures shade fabric is a breathable, weather-resistant material made of high- 

density polyethylene. Designed to block up to 97 percent of the sun’s harmful UV rays and keep 

playground temperatures up to 30-degrees cooler, it’s also resistant to mildew, fading and ultra-

violet rays, making it a long-lasting, great-looking addition to your playground. We reinforce all 

corners with 16-ounce non-tear vinyl and all pockets with protective webbing where steel tubing 

enters or exits. Engineered for super durability.

Easy Care and Maintenance

•  All Landscape Structures shades 

use corrosion-resistant steel 

fastening hardware.

•  Fabric requires yearly washing using 

a power washer or water hose and a 

light detergent.

•  Snowbelt states are encouraged to 

remove their shade fabric during the 

snow season.

•  The SkyWays and CoolToppers designs 

permit fasteners to be easily removed 

for fabric storage.

•  Each SkyWays and CoolToppers 

comes with complete, easy-to-

follow installation and disassembly 

instructions.

•  Cool Mister filter needs periodic 

cleaning.

Specifications

•  CoolToppers shade products are 

engineered to withstand wind speed up 

to 90 mph and snow load up to 5 psf. 

Different specifications may be  

custom designed.

•  SkyWays standard shade products are 

engineered to withstand wind speed up 

to 105 mph and snow load up to 5 psf. 

Different specifications may be  

custom designed.

 

SkyWays	and	CoolToppers	are	not	IPEMA	certified.



SkyWays and CoolToppers Fabric - Standard Colors

SkyWays and CoolToppers Fabric - Custom Colors

SkyWays and CoolToppers Flame-Retardant Fabric - Custom Colors

Color Denim		 Blue		 Lagoon		 Pine	Green	 Yellow		 	Metallic	Silver				Brown		 			Tan

Cover Factor % 96.2 96.8 94.0 96.2 98.3 95.6 94.6 94.0 

Shade Factor % 94.4 90.2 90.0 93.9 77.2 88.4 93.0 85.0 

UVR Block % 95.2 93.6 94.3 95.1 97.1 93.0 94.6 96.4 

Color Black	 	Gun	Metal		 Sky	Blue		 Rivergum	 	Cherry	Red			Deep	Ochre			Cayenne	 Cedar	 Natural

Cover Factor % 98.2 97.1 95.2 94.7 90.1 95.1 92.0 94.9 97.9

Shade Factor % 97.4 96.2 90.4 85.0 75.3 91.3 87.0 87.7 74.3

UVR Block % 97.4 97.7 93.8 92.3 89.3 94.4 94.0 94.7 96.8

Color Slate	Gray			Cobalt	Blue		 Olive		 Terracotta	 Beige	 Ivory		

Cover Factor % 92.0 91.0 92.4 96.0 94.5 91.6

Shade Factor % 87.9 89.2 92.4 90.2 90.2 58.9

UVR Block % 89.6 90.8 93.1 95.2 95.2 88.5

Post Colors
ProShield® finish is specifically designed to withstand the demands of extreme heat, harsh climates, moisture and UV 
exposure. ProShield finish combines a specially formulated primer with a high-quality, architectural-grade, Super-Durable, 
TGIC polyester powdercoat. No lead-based paints.

Denim

Blue

Lagoon

Sky

Peacock

Grass

Green

Pine Green

Leaf

Limon

Purple

Plum

Maroon

Berry

Cranberry Red

Red

Paprika

Paprika

Orange

Tangerine

Yellow

Buttercup

Metallic Silver

Cool Silver Matte

Carbon

Black

Black

Brown

Acorn

Tan

Dune

Vanilla

White



Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment in the world. 
The employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages and abilities 
to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play. Landscape Structures pushes 

the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future.  
For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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